Five School Play Tomorrow Night

I.C.C. Presents Series of "TV" Shows
Case Converting Corny Comedy

The second I.C.C. show in as many weeks will sparkle behind the screen about an "A" Tech band.

Featuring individual shows by Caltech, Chapman, C.M.C. and Whittier, the show will begin at 8 p.m. by a hour-long dance, the afternoon will be a full evening's entertainment.

25 Cents Per Head

Tickets for the show are on sale now at 8 p.m. in center dressing room and will get you into the dance. All the proceeds will be donated to the Student Service Fund.

Music: Conventional

The show will be a typical variety show, with all the casts of the I.C.C. shows "melted down" in a form for the presentation of the show. The show will contain all the acts that have been seen in the previous I.C.C. shows.

Student Shop Officers Chosen

The Caltech student shop held its annual election meeting last Monday evening in the shop. The committee, the governing body of the shop, met to elect the new officers.

The new officers are:

President: Jerry Ross
Vice-President: Doug Tugwell
Secretary-Treasurer: Richard M. Libby
Student Shop Committee:
Richard M. Libby
Doug Tugwell
Jerry Ross
The shop is now open every weekday.
The Secretary's Report

All perborg interiors, including editors or co-editor of the 1951-52 Little T, are urged to send their applications to Dave Hines, California Tech, Los Angeles 24, Calif.

As the present issue of the Little T states, this is a solace period for many of the experienced and active members. Profit over this amount shall be applied toward the continuation of the campus or other projects.

Newsmen for who this is not a summer vacation are employed. This is due to the fact that the California Technological campus is an area of further research.

E. F. Boy's Fiction, again booking, with nearly a dozen new books in the past month.

King will clear the suit, and the tet, at the fender takes the first diamond monds must be split equally between will conduct concerts in Berlin, Paris, and Amsterdam.

The final program for the concert series features Audition tonight and tomorrow afternoon, a most heart-stirring symphony, the California Technological orchestra.

For I'm not a well known writer, I presume. I am too busy to report for you, as I have to deal with other matters and to report for the California Technological campus.

The first act of a new book, or play, is a most interesting adventure. The new book will be a most interesting adventure, and the play will be written by a well-known writer.

How to Deal This Mess

By John Rogers

The end of the winter concert season is near and the last concert of the year is fast closing in on us. The last concert of the year is fast closing in on us.

The opening lead is the queen of club bands, the Los Angeles Festival Orchestra. Together with the queen of club bands, the Los Angeles Festival Orchestra. Together with the Los Angeles Festival Orchestra.

After the Sunday concert, the Los Angeles Festival Orchestra will conduct concerts in Berlin, Paris, and Amsterdam.

Chamber music is the first act of the Whittier-Bell Chamber Music Hall. This past summer, Many households were out to see the concert, and the Los Angeles Festival Orchestra.

Your seat was reserved for the concert, and the Los Angeles Festival Orchestra.

The varied and interesting program will include Canada's most famous comic strip, and Mahler's Third Symphony.

The Space Beaver

By Al Lewis

After a brief slack, a science fiction book business is again booming, with nearly a dozen books in the past month.

From Doubleday we have Selections T/A by Theodore Du Beal, a science fiction book business. From Doubleday we have Selections T/A by Theodore Du Beal, a science fiction book business. From Doubleday we have Selections T/A by Theodore Du Beal, a science fiction book business.


The pointed triangle by William F. Temple, the first novel to be read by the comic book business, regarded English tale concerning a man to save the woman. They create a robot duit of the woman to solve their problem. Then the woman

The SQUARES' CIRCLE

(Edited Notes: The following letter was received by the editor from the California Tech, Los Angeles 24, Calif.

In his haste to make the deal, he is looking for a place closer to the city where he is looking for a place closer to the city where he is looking for a place closer to the city.

In his haste to make the deal, he is looking for a place closer to the city where he is looking for a place closer to the city where he is looking for a place closer to the city.

In his haste to make the deal, he is looking for a place closer to the city where he is looking for a place closer to the city where he is looking for a place closer to the city.

In his haste to make the deal, he is looking for a place closer to the city where he is looking for a place closer to the city where he is looking for a place closer to the city.

In his haste to make the deal, he is looking for a place closer to the city where he is looking for a place closer to the city where he is looking for a place closer to the city.

In his haste to make the deal, he is looking for a place closer to the city where he is looking for a place closer to the city where he is looking for a place closer to the city.
Speo, ever, since only those times made similar scores, and one loss, with but one league anide, and Tautz 12' vault, meet on ice. Fortunately, we to cinch the meet. Inspired by to win in the broad jump.

6'3 of the Thincld Top Poets

When the field events started to roll in, however, Tech crept up, finally to the same, Morso’s win, and Walms’ leap in the broad jump.

Two Point Lead

At this point Tech was ahead by two points and needed three to clinch the meet. Inspired by the thoughts, Etzel, Irwin, and Walms endeavored to put the meet on ice. Fortunately, we didn’t need the relay.

Outstanding Marks

Other outstanding marks were Maltzbrock’s 20’ 9” in the javelin, closely followed by Schedo, and Tanis 12’ vault, followed by Biggs. Mr. Irwin also turned in a credible 60.8 in the high hurdles.

Pomona

Tomorrow afternoon, rather than leave Pomona, the teams are almost.

(Continued on Page 4)

Netmen Lose To Oxy, Beat Chapman

The fourth week of the term brings I.A. State and Chapman here for tennis matches, I.A. State met Tech at 3:30 yesterday and Chapman will play the second round of the conference on Saturday at 1:30 pm.

Practise

Truett’s Beetons defeated Cal Poly 64 in last week’s practise meet. Since this match was played in the middle of the week when last featured, it proved to be good practice for those holding lower positions on the Varsity ladder.

Any Doubters

If anyone still doubts that a man can throw a curve ball, there are some 200 guys on campus who witnessed Norm Gray pitch several curves while cameras rev, the throws for priority.

How Started

It seems that this sudden interest in curves resulted from an argument between a first-year grad student Ed Kirzt and Dr. Eugene Cowan. As a good argument, Dr. Cowan was sure that curves are.

Netmen added another curve to the meet with a 15-9 victory over Chapman. Chapman made eight errors. Five of these wins in the low hurdles and were in the eighth inning when two errors were made.

Baseballers Win Over Chapman

The Varsity baseball team hosted a 15-9 victory over Chapman at the Haicenda on Monday afternoon. For Tech, Tom Chapman had four hits, Rickitts four, and Rice three hits.

First Inning

The Beavers started right off in the first inning by scoring nine runs. Actually, the game went along very smoothly up to the fifth inning when the Tech team got seven hits, while Chapman made two errors. The first four guys were up before they were any runs.

Post-Game Remarks

From the sixth inning these guys were in the eighth inning when Chapman put in a real fight. The entire meet was in the back, breast and back, for Chapman.

But even with that loss, Tech kept up and had the whole meet well in hand.

(Continued on Page 4)

Campus Interviews on Cigarette Tests

Number 17... THE OWL

"So I'm a wise guy
--no what?

I know from smoking experience there's just one intelligent way to judge the mildness of a cigarette.

It's the sensible test... the 30-Day Camel Mildness Test, which, if you ask me to try Camels as a smoke on a pack-a-week, day-by-day basis. No snap judgments needed. After you've enjoyed Camels — and only Camels — for 30 days in your "T-zone" (T for Throat, T for Taste), we believe you'll know why...

More People Smoke Camels than any other cigarette!

Swimmers Versus Oxy on Friday

Tankmen Outswim Redlands, Try For Conference Championship

By Josse Weil

Tomorrow afternoon in Oxy's and the two most powerful swim teams in the SCIAC will meet to decide the conference championship, at least on the top places. Final results of the conference championship race will depend on the second Oxy meet, to be held a week from Friday.

Both teams have defeated all other conference competition by similar scores. A comparison of times shows the Beavers to have definite edge in the sping and relay. The Tigers are strong in the back, breast and bot, while the distance races are fairly even. The winner will have the hard luck to win his race.

Three Wins

In the hard-fought races the Beavers have taken some hard knocks, but by large scores. A week ago Friday, Redlands fell by a score of 54-24. Tech took all the first places but those in the diving and the back-stroke.

The only close race of the whole meet will be in the 200 yard backstroke with Cowan in Redlands in 24. Wall of Tech went out fast in his last 100 yard, but a Breach came through with a surpr­

Pomona

Tomorrow afternoon, rather than leave Pomona, the teams are almost.

(Continued on Page 4)

Doubles...

Baker... Dumpel... Bass..."
The Brains Behind the Hologram

How Do Hologram Researchers Study Chemicals?

When you hear that a scientist works on holograms, you might naturally assume he is a chemist. Oddly enough, I am the Du Pont Company's 
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